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“We’ve spent a great deal of time and energy creating FIFA 22,” said Peter Moore, Executive Vice President, EA SPORTS. “The result is the most authentic experience yet, thanks to our partnership with PES.” -The 4K UHD Blu-ray disc is available for pre-order at Amazon
and will be available in stores on November 6, 2017. It is estimated to be approximately 1.5 times larger in volume than the prior generation, and is designed to support 4K Ultra HD TVs with up to 8x the resolution of 1080p. -Additional game content will be available on
PlayStation 4 at no additional cost for new pre-owned or PlayStation Plus subscribers in 2017. -The FIFA Ultimate Team content update for FIFA 22 will also be available in 2017 on both PC and PlayStation 4. -For the first time, every player in the Game of the Year Edition
of FIFA 20 is available for a fraction of the cost on PlayStation 4. -Additionally, an exclusive playable mode will be available to FIFA Ultimate Team 17 players on PlayStation 4 when they pre-order FIFA Ultimate Team 17 on PlayStation Store. The mode allows players to

compete in two-on-two 5v5 pre-determined matches, with the objective to earn the most points and unlock the best-performing team. FIFA on PS4 FIFA 18 launched to critical acclaim and was awarded the Best Sports Game 2016 by The Game Awards. Just a few months
later, FIFA 19 received EA’s highest accolade for a sports game, winning Sports Game of the Year at The Game Awards 2018. FIFA 20, the result of a partnership with PES, brought the best version of football ever seen on home consoles to new heights, winning the award
for Best Sports Game of the Year at the 2018 Game Critics Awards. In 2017, FIFA Ultimate Team launched on PS4, with FIFA 20 quickly receiving a Game of the Year award at the 2018 Game Awards. FIFA Ultimate Team continued to drive growth, as digital revenues grew
94% in 2016, marking a 57% year-on-year increase in the FIFA Ultimate Team retail market. In-game content increased by 72% in 2016, fueled by the continued popularity of the FIFA Ultimate Team experience. Today, most of the top digital gaming trends continue to be

driven by the FIFA Ultimate Team community
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Features Key:

A NEW WAY TO PLAY
Extensive AI COMPETITION
Unprecedented authentic player feedback on every touch
INTIMATE CONTROL
FIFA World Cup: Breathtaking career events as FIFA World Cups pose more challenges, while keeping true to the global scale of the competition.
FIFA CLIMATIC RUSH
Movement Controls: Dynamic new Movement Controls are implemented. Aim and pass with natural control; just wherever you want, when you want.
FIFA CLIMATIC BONUSES
FIFA CLIMATIC FREESTYLE
NEW MENTALITY CALENDAR
THOUSANDS OF NEW PLAYERS FOR FREE
BONUS UNLOCKS FOR BOTH FUT 20 AND FUT 18
AI PATHS OF FIRE
THE ART OF TACKLE
RUNNING
NEW RETAIL OPTIONS
VALIDATED FOR FIFA 21
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FIFA is the world's best-selling annual sports video game franchise, containing one of the most popular and storied sports in the world. FIFA 21 is powered by the new Ignite Engine, a next-gen experience built from the ground up for the most demanding fans on the most
accessible devices. Witness the most authentic and spectacular gameplay of any soccer game in history with all-new fluid animations, explosive momentum transitions, heightened responsiveness, and enhanced ball physics. FIFA delivers the most authentic soccer
experience with new and never-before-seen innovations for FIFA Ultimate Team, Career Mode, FIFA Ultimate League, and online multiplayer. New Features Every minute counts in the most realistic simulation of the world's biggest and most famous sport. The most

successful simulation of world football, EA SPORTS FIFA comes closer than ever to the real thing with new additions and innovations: A brand-new Real Player Motion Model. From kicks to deflections, headers to throws-in, every move of the football athlete is realized with
full authenticity as EA Sports Development Director Emilien Loit and team of FIFA developers work to give all in-game soccer athletes their best performance to date. The Real Player Motion Model is used in every aspect of gameplay, from improved ball physics to

dribbling and body control. FIFA fans can also look forward to speedier, more realistic players on the move, with the anticipation, decision-making and reflexes that only EA SPORTS FIFA can deliver. Real Player Motion Model New Real Player Motion Engine. The future is in
your hands. The Ignite Engine promises to deliver on that promise, not only allowing the game to look and feel fresh but providing all the power needed to make new gaming experiences possible. The Ignite Engine will be central to everything from gameplay, to

rendering, to physics and AI in FIFA 22. New Cover Engine. An all-new cover-driven physics engine will provide new tactics, new passing situations, new animations and new visual moments for all players and coaches. New Tactical Roles. New tactics and roles will allow
you to counter your opponents' preferred strategy with a more attacking or defensive approach, even on the halfway line. New Adrenaline Rush. Blistering speed and increased responsiveness will add a new dimension to each game on the pitch. FIFA 22 will be faster,

more responsive and more intense than ever before. Improved AI. bc9d6d6daa
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The Ultimate Team allows you to build the strongest possible team of footballers from all over the globe. Create your very own footballing dream team and take it to the pitch in authentic game-like situations. It’s never been easier to launch yourself into life as a football
pro. PLAYER CREATION 20 new iconic kits, authentic player likenesses, new animation models, deeper fabric patterns and more visual improvements give players a more individual appearance to match their improved behaviours, creating a better overall experience.

Each game you play, collect, and use items from the interactive Item Browser to customize the gameplay experience. Put together a football dream team, in the exact formation you like. COMPETITION The new team oriented Match Day experience with the Club Bar in-
match creates an immersive experience during games, with improved broadcast content such as on-pitch goal celebrations, player challenges, and more. EFFECTIVE MANAGEMENT An all-new Matchday Experience with players and stats appearing on screens during

games offers the most realistic 3D experience to date, including numerous new animations and behaviours. The new Managerial AI is more intuitive and aggressive, making on-field decision-making easier than ever. The new Player Targeting System makes defending at
set-pieces even harder, while tactical depth and quality has been significantly improved. THE CONNECTICUT STATE UNIVERSITY, one of the world’s largest public universities, has joined the University of Connecticut men’s basketball program as the Official Education

Partner for the school’s 2018-19 season. Under the sponsorship agreement with the University of Connecticut, the Connecticut State Men’s Basketball team will wear custom-made jerseys, black and white stripes, commemorative pinstripes, and solid navy blue and white
[…] TAMPA, FL – OCTOBER 16: Ryan Fitzpatrick #14 of the Tampa Bay Buccaneers throws a pass during a game against the Pittsburgh Steelers at Raymond James Stadium on October 16, 2017 in Tampa, Florida. (Photo by Scott Halleran/Getty Images) TAMPA, FL –

OCTOBER 16: Ryan Fitzpatrick #14 of the Tampa Bay Buccaneers throws a pass during a game against the Pittsburgh Steelers at Raymond James Stadium on October 16, 2017 in Tampa, Florida. […] Latest on FanVsFan Two weeks after firing Mike Pacora, who had very
little success running Fordham basketball, The university named Jeff Neubauer its head coach.Neubauer compiled a

What's new:

Introducing the new “HyperMotion” feature (a motion capture technology that players track and transfer to the game) allows for richer, more fluid moves
Discover a new level of animations for improved player & AI animations
Fixes to AI, dribbling, passes, and more.
New difficulty settings for beginners; this includes the ability to control the difficulty of players that are too easy to control.
Improved history format, which means that your saved matches, Roster, and Transactions can be recreated much faster.
More impactful moment of the match changes, including new crowd views, ref views, and balls weaved into the surrounding environment
New setpiece system, with new construction tools that allow professionals to play out setpieces in matchday situations
Reduced injury impact for basic players.
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Everyone knows the feeling. You're tuned into a football match, and the commentators are predicting something incredible. You're intrigued. Then suddenly it's gone. It
was a goal, or an assist, or a free kick. You were watching the match, and a few moments ago you thought you were in the midst of a special, remarkable game. But now

you can't even see it. You just remember the moment, that game, that goal, that spectacle. That's what makes FIFA so special. Created by a world leader in sports gaming,
it's a unique, authentic football simulation experience, which never tires, doesn't require a constant internet connection, and will never be the same twice. There are many

online titles for football. They range from online play to current-gen console and PC titles, but few have made online play a real and significant part of the game. Most
online titles are simply one-off multiplayer experiences, without any true storyline or progression. Every year is a new FIFA, like it is every year. And every year there's

something new. Every year brings a new way to play, a new way to score, a new way to control a player, a new way to feel the game. So how can FIFA's new season stand
out, above the rest? Feel it. Play it. Live it. Play the game. Be the player. Everyone knows the feeling. The opening notes of the Arvo Pärt's 'Passio Crucis' Adagio from

Praying With The Saints start. The match is underway. You're on the bench. Then, as soon as it's underway, you feel it. There's no sound. You're the centre of attention.
You're involved. You know you're watching a game, but you can't be sure. It's something else. That's what FIFA's new season is all about. It's about playing the game. It's

about being the player. It's about feeling it. Feel what it's like to be a fan of football, and create that match-day experience. Gesture Control When you're not actually
doing anything in FIFA, your player motions are recorded and stored in the game. These gestures and movements will be displayed on-screen during match play. Your

player will activate the same set of actions during gameplay as his real-life counterpart. Players can be unlocked for
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